Introduction

Channelrhodopsins
(ChRs) mediate phototaxis and photophobic reactions in the green algae chlamydomonas reinhardtii and haematococcus pluvialis. [1,2] Their primary function is the light induced regulation of cell conductivity through opening or closing ion channels of different size. [3, 4] Unlike G-protein coupled receptors, which involve external agonists to produce a delayed but amplified nerve stimulus [5] , ChRs provide an immediate response after light excitation. Their fast regulation of cell polarisation and feasible expression in mammalian neurons [6] make ChRs ideal candidates for the study of basic brain or nerve regulation functions through noninvasive external light control. [7, 8] The initial step in the photoreaction of ChRs is the light induced isomerisation of its chromphore retinal, which is bound via a Schiff base linkage to a lysine residue of the protein. Subsequent thermal reactions open the ion channel and lead to depolarisation of the cell. [1] [2] [3] [4] The two known forms of ChR, ChR1 and ChR2, provide highest selectivity for Li + , Na + and Ca 2+ cations (in decreasing order [9] ). ChR2 is able to depolarise the cell membrane within ms and has therefore been widely used in studying neuronal activity. [10] Recently, the crystal structure of dark-adapted C1C2, a chimera of ChR1 and ChR2, has been reported at a resolution of 2.3 Å, together with a model of ion vestibules which may form within the protein. [11] The studied chimera contains mostly structural features of ChR1, the last two helices were exchanged for those of ChR2. The resulting protein has been successfully expressed in insect cells. Stable photocurrents were measured, i.e., the chimera is fully functional. The initial photoreaction in ChRs is not yet completely resolved. Resonance Raman and extraction experiments reveal two retinal conformers in dark adapted ChR2: 70% in all-trans and 30% in 13-cis configuration. [12] Femtosecond timeresolved absorption spectroscopy indicates the formation of a bacteriorhodopsin (bR) K-like ground state intermediate through torsion around the C13=C14 retinal bond. [9] Since the absorption signal of 13-cis retinal is very similar to alltrans, participation of the 13-cis isomer in the initial step of the photoreaction could not be excluded. [9, 10] Fig. 1: all-trans retinal with isomerising double bond (in negative direction), numbering and QM areas indicated.
The absorbing state in retinal Schiff bases can be compared to the 1 B u excited state dominated by HOMO-LUMO excitation in symmetric polyenes. Upon excitation, a charge migration from the Schiff base nitrogen terminus towards the β-ionone ring takes place. [13] The latter process however does not occur in neutral symmetric polyenes, thus the same type of excitation generates different geometrical changes in the two types:
Currently, two models for the ChR binding pocket are discussed in the literature. Early models propose two negatively charged counter-ions in the vicinity of the retinal Schiff base linkage, E123 and D253 (E162 and D292 in C1C2), while a recent, DFTB//Charmm based computational study of Welke et al. gives indications for a protonated E123 residue in ChR1 and C1C2. [16] Computational multi-reference MP2 QM/MM studies on the C1C2 chimera structure performed by Hayashi and coworkers (computed λ max = 426 nm) [17] and polarisable embedded RI-CC2 studies by Sneskov et al. [18] (λ max = 459 nm) reproduce with good accuracy the experimental absorption of 470 nm. Both studies were based on the double-counter-ion model, but lack information on state composition and other states beyond the spectroscopic bright state associated with 1 B u -like HOMO-LUMO excitation. This information is of importance to correctly model and interpret transient absorption in fs-UV/Vis and 2DES spectroscopy. [19] Photoreaction path analyses for retinal in C1C2 have not been pursued so far, but for similar systems as e.g. the anabaena sensory rhodopsin [20, 21] and bR [22] , revealing unidirectional bicycle-pedal like motion [23] of two neighboring double bonds during photoisomerisation.
To investigate the nature of low lying excited states in C1C2, we applied DFT-MRCI/Amber and MS-CASPT2/Amber QM/MM strategies for both, single and double counter-ion binding pocket models. We provide excitation energies for structure models of C1C2 refined at different levels and follow the C13=C14 torsion path starting in the bright 1 B u -like state. We investigate the spectral characteristics of 13-cis retinal in C1C2, and provide computed resonance Raman spectra for both retinal isomers. Finally, we examine the influence of residues on the absorption of retinal.
Computational Methods
QM/MM single point computations, geometry optimisations and numerical frequency analysis have been performed using COBRAMM, a QM/MM program interfacing various QM and MM codes. [24] The Amber12 suite of programs [25] has been used to generate a molecular mechanics setup for ChR utilising the 3UG9 PDB structure, complemented by the SBildn extension to the ff99 parameter set. [26] Protonation states of protein residues have been computed with proPka. [27] The configurations of backbone histidine residues were screened by visual inspection. Missing hydrogens were added and the hydrogen positions were re-optimised with all heavy atoms fixed. Side chains with missing residues in 3UG9 were saturated with ACE or NME groups to prevent charged termini. QM/MM ground state geometries were obtained within an electrostatic embedding scheme using DFT and CASSCF routines of Molpro2010 [28] as QM part and Amber12 ff99SBildn as MM method. MM structure parameters were generated with the Antechamber toolset of Amber.
Chromophore ground state charges were derived by fitting the electrostatic potential of the bare chromophore using the Merz-Kollmann Scheme in Gaussian09. To saturate dangling QM-bonds, a hydrogen link-atom scheme with MM chargerepartitioning has been used. The charges of the MM boundary atoms were set to zero and the charge was partitioned proportionally among the neighboring MM atoms. Forces of the link hydrogens were repartitioned among the QM/MM border atoms. For more details on the QM/MM setup, see also ref [19] .
Geometry optimisations
A full CASSCF 12/12 π-space was employed for ground state optimisation, using the 6-31G* basis set for all computations. DFT structures were obtained using the B3LYP functional. The QM layer consisted of the whole retinal chromophore and one CH 2 group of lysine. The retinal, the bound lysine residue, the two counter-ions and one close water molecule (WAT619) were free to move. The rest of the protein structure was kept fixed at the crystal structure values. Further refinement was not pursued at this stage to keep larger structural rearrangements, as e.g. observed in the dynamics computations by Hayashi and coworkers [17] , where full equilibration of the system was pursued in solvent, or changes due to the missing loops in our model at a minimum. This strategy will allow to judge, whether the sole crystal structure can already provide valuable information on the photophysics of C1C2. A similar protocol has also been used in the work of Sneskov et al. [18] MS-CASPT2 and DFT-MRCI [29] energy values for the first five electronic states and corresponding oscillator strengths were computed for the optimised structures using Molcas 8.1 [30] and Turbomole 6.3, respectively. [31] For MS-CASPT2 computations the IPEA shift has been set to 0.0, and a standard imaginary shift of 0.2 has been applied.
Figure 2: Location of the two negatively charged counter-ions E162 and D292 and geometry change from crystal structure (cyan) to QM/MM optimised ground state (orange).
Relaxed excited state scan
Excited state torsion paths were obtained using the Molcas 8.1 CD-CASSCF routines as QM method with an active space of 12 electrons in 12 π-orbitals. A reduced QM layer, including the whole conjugated part and the C5 methyl group but neglecting the β-ionone alkyl part (C1-C4), was used. The two counter-ions were fixed to their positions after CASSCF S 0 -optimisation. The torsion profile computations were performed within a frozen environment, because the ultrafast fs-isomerisation of the chromophore prohibits an immediate energy exchange with the surrounding. Relaxation and thermalisation of the latter will only take place in a later phase, thus additional optimisation of the binding pocket residues may significantly bias the computed retinal torsion path. The wavefunction was averaged over the ground state and the three lowest excited states (state averaging, SA). SA-CASSCF gradients were computed for the third excited CASSCF state (S 3 ) resembling HOMO-LUMO single excitation. Gradients were corrected using the molcas mclr routine. A relaxed scan along the C12-C13=C14-C15 torsion angle was performed. The torsion angle was varied in steps of 5 degrees and kept fixed, while the rest of the movable part was fully relaxed. CD-MS-CASPT2 energy values for the four lowest states were computed at converged geometries.
Resonance Raman data
Numerical frequencies were computed to generate resonance Raman data. To reduce the computational effort in producing numerical frequencies, the models were re-optimised at the reduced CD-CASSCF(10/10)//Amberff99SBildn level of theory, deleting the highest unoccupied and lowest occupied orbital from the former CAS(12/12) space. The β-ionone ring was deleted from the QM part and all protein residues were frozen at the crystal structure values. Raman activities were computed using the approach formulated by Orlandi and coworkers, [32] which has proven to yield reliable data for Schiff bases. [33] In the harmonic approximation, the relative displacement parameter B i for the transition from S 0 to S₁ in mode i can be approximated as the matrix product of the S₁ force vector with the massweighted Cartesian normal coordinates for mode i, , scaled by the associated vibrational frequency ି/ :
M is the 3N x 3N dimensional, diagonal matrix of the atomic masses. In resonance with the 0-0 transition, the activity of each totally symmetric mode is proportional to the square of the displacement parameter:
∝
Results and Discussion
Geometry changes after optimisation
After QM/MM optimisation, we note significant geometrical changes from the crystal structure for the orientation of the retinal NH + moiety ( Figure 2 ). In all ground-state optimisations this fragment moves significantly closer towards the D292 counter-ion and away from E162. Leaving also the counterions D292 and E162 free to move during optimisation, leads to a small shift of the E162 position, away from the NH + moiety.
The orientation towards D292 persists also, when the protein binding pocket is relaxed (see SI), suggesting D292 as the primary proton acceptor in the modelled structure. This result seems to be in contrast to UV/Vis and FTIR measurements [34] which support formation of a salt bridge solely between the Schiff base NH + and E162. The recent work of Bartl and coworkers however reports the same protonation characteristics for both counter-ions after illumination, [35] such that both initial orientations are plausible. This picture is further supported by reaction path computations in the next chapter. The C1C2 crystal structure consequently appears more biased towards the NH + D292 configuration, an effect which may also result from protonation of E162 under the slightly acidic conditions during the crystallisation procedure. This effect is obviously enhanced in our QM/MM optimisations, and can be released through further refinement and equilibration of the used model. Through optimisation of the residues within 5 Å of retinal and using a lower level HF method for the QM region, we obtained a structure with hydrogen bonding to E162 and very similar absorption properties (See SI). It thus appears that both hydrogen bonded configurations may be independently stable. The conjugated chain is significantly twisted at the C13=C14 double bond (-171°) and the C10-C11 (-169°) and C14-C15 (-163°) single bonds, i.e., the chromophore has overall Mhelicity. The twist persists when the geometry is optimised in the [36] . This process of bond equalisation in ChR can be attributed to the two negatively charged counter-ions in the vicinity of the Schiff base bond, which have profound influence on the nature of the excited states. In the ground state, the counter-ions strongly stabilise the positive charge at the Schiff base tail of the chromophore, leading to a large BLA. The 1 B u -like state associated with HOMO-LUMO excitation leads to a charge transfer towards the β-ionone moiety. [13, 14] A complete transfer of the positive nitrogen charge, which would invert the bond ordering, is hindered by the negatively charged environment around the Schiff base. This destabilises the energy of the excited 1 B u -like state and results in an overall stronger conjugation along the C9-C14 fragment. We suspect that the two negatively charged counter-ions lead to the more "polyene-like" character of retinal in this surrounding. The short distance of the two negatively charged counter-ions is also responsible for the significant blue shift of retinal in ChR with respect to other retinal-binding proteins.
Nature of low lying excited states for different protonation states
Vertical excitation energies computed at MS-CASPT2 and DFT-MRCI levels of theory are collected in Table 1 and Figure 4 for the CASSCF S 0 -optimised chromophore, counter-ions and nearby water. The corresponding data for CASSCF, HF and DFT optimisations of retinal with frozen protein environment are given in the SI. Generally, the additional optimisation of the counter-ion positions leads to a red-shift of the computed maximum absorption wavelength (see SI). We note a strong influence on the CASSCF state ordering in the charged environment of the binding pocket, which is only removed at higher levels of correlation in DFT-MRCI and MS-CASPT2. E.g., the bright HOMO-LUMO excitation is the first excited state in the latter two descriptions, while in CASSCF it corresponds to the third excited state. To investigate the effect of the alternative E162 protonated configuration on absorption and state composition, we have re-optimised the geometry of retinal and counter-ion positions using the protonated GLH residue at the corresponding position with DFT and CASSCF as QM methods. The geometry and the composition of the excited states change only slightly with respect to the previously optimised geometry in standard protonation (see SI). For the CASSCF optimised geometry we note a significant red shift in the maximum absorption of ca. 0.17 eV (ca. 30 nm) in MS-CASPT2 and more than 0.37 eV (70 nm) at the DFT-MRCI level (Figure 4 ). The deviation in absorption energy persists, when we use a DFT-optimised geometry to determine the excited state properties. Here, the difference between MS-CASPT2 and DFT-MRCI computed absorption values becomes even more pronounced; the 1 B u state is strongly stabilised in the latter. 
Properties after HOMO-LUMO single excitation
Torsion path in the 1 B u -like state
The torsion path was obtained by following the CASSCF S 3 state, which until ca. 120° along the C12-C13=C14-C15 dihedral angle keeps its HOMO-LUMO single excitation character (See SI). Figure 5 shows the energy profiles of the four lowest retinal electronic states along negative and positive C13=C14 bond twists, computed at the MS-CASPT2/CASSCF(12,12) level.
The paths start at the optimised 1 B u -like excited state structure with a torsion angle of -172°. The positive pathway leads, nearly barrierless, towards an S 0 /S₁ state crossing (CI -) with ca.
-100° twist. The negative twisting pathway has a ca. 3.8 kcal/mol barrier at 155°. This barrier is slightly higher than the available excess energy after excitation (i.e. the difference between the FC energy and the bond-length relaxed geometry, ca. 3.6 kcal/mol). Thus, the molecule will need a small amount of additional thermal energy to overcome the barrier in the negative torsion direction. After the barrier, the pathway becomes steeper and finally results, at a C13=C14 torsion value of ca. 110°, in an S 0 /S₁ state crossing (CI + ). Both optimised pathways are extremely flat, the difference in potential energy between the -172° S₁ starting point and CI + is ca. 8.8 kcal/mol, even much smaller for the CI -point (ca. 1.25 kcal/mol). During torsion, the nature of the first excited state smoothly changes from 45% HOMO-LUMO single excitation character up to 55% for both directions. Along both torsion paths, the bond length alternation increases. Shortly before the crossing, the HOMO-LUMO single excitation contribution drops, and the ground state configuration slowly but steadily increases in weight. At ca. -100 and +110° twist, we note a faster change in state character. Now the ground state configuration dominates the upper state, and the HOMO-LUMO excitation the lower state -a clear indication that a surface crossing point has been passed between this and the last point. It must be noted that the corresponding CASSCFprofiles show a barrier of ca. 3 kcal/mol on both sides in the corresponding CAS-S₃ state, and all states are well separated at this level without any state crossing. After excitation and bond relaxation, the β-ionone-part carries a charge of ca. +0.6 electrons, which is effectively transported to the Schiff base moiety during isomerisation (see SI). During isomerisation in either direction, the whole fragment from C14 to the nitrogen Schiff base moves as one rigid part, i.e. the observed mechanism is somewhat different from the bicycle-pedal motion reported for other retinal proteins, [21, 22, 23, 38] where two double bonds rotate in different directions ( Figure 6 ). The reaction route shows much more similarities to the hula-twist mechanism suggested by Liu et al. [39] , where torsion takes place around one single and one double bond. The corresponding single bond is the N-CH 2 bond, which twists by up to 90°. The C=N double bond rotates only by ca. 20° in positive direction and 40° degrees for the negative path. In the negative path, the configuration of the N-CH 2 single bond changes from syn towards anti, while the configuration is kept in the positive twisting direction. In the negative torsion path, the hydrogen bonding to D292 is conserved at the crossing, while in the positive path the hydrogen bond is released, and the Schiff base hydrogen orients towards a nearby serine (S295, see SI). Figure 6 : Evolution of torsion angles during simulated S 1 torsion along C13=C14 bond.
Properties of 13-cis retinal in C1C2
To obtain the 13-cis retinal configuration in C1C2 we started a CASSCF single state optimisation in the ground state using as a starting point the ca -120° twisted structure from the above mentioned torsion path. For comparability to the optimised all-trans structure, this optimisation was also carried out with both counter-ions movable. Figure 7 shows an overlay of the 13-cis and all-trans optimised S 0 structures. Significant changes are apparent along the conjugated chain and the orientation of the Schiff base nitrogen, which instead of pointing towards the ASP292 counter-ion, now has a weak hydrogen bond with SER295 (2.43 Å for the latter compared to 1.68 Å in all-trans and ASP292). Due to the 13-cis configuration this chromophore is slightly shorter than all-trans, which leads to a small clockwise tilt in the β-ionone ring, continuing along the chain. The C13 methyl group is strongly tilted, and the chromophore occupies slightly more volume in the fragment from C12 to lysine. This leads to enhanced van der Waals and electrostatic interactions, destabilizing the ground state QM/MM energy by ca. 31 kcal/mol for 13-cis at the MS-CASPT2 level. Interestingly, the chromophore changes its helicity from P to M during our simulated all-trans to 13-cis conversion. Its state compositions are very similar to the previously discussed all-trans retinal (see SI), with only 12 nm red shift. Thus, the two isomers will be difficult to distinguish in sole UV/Vis measurements. Better chances are provided by spectroscopic techniques considering the differences in vibrational modes in the two molecules in combination with UV/Vis excitation, i.e. resonance Raman spectroscopy, which we attempt to simulate in the following. Resonance Raman spectra of all-trans and 13-cis C1C2
The procedure of CAS space reduction and QM/MM frontier shift (see Computational section) lead to three spurious low imaginary frequencies in both models. Further optimisation along these modes did not lead to structure relaxation and energy reduction. For generation of resonance Raman data, these modes were ignored. The obtained vibrational frequencies were scaled to match the highest intensity band in the experimental spectrum, defined by C=C in plane stretching of the polyene fragment (1551 cm⁻¹). The applied scaling factor was 0.877. Figure 8 shows the computed resonance Raman spectra for all-trans retinal (black line) and 13-cis retinal (blue line) in comparison with the experimental spectrum obtained by Nack et al. [12] . The computed C1C2 spectrum shows good overall agreement with the experimental ChR2 spectrum, indicating distinct similarities in the geometrical and electrostatic environments of the binding pockets in C1C2 and ChR2. For both chromophores, the gradient of the 1 B u -like state (See SI) shows major components for bond length changes after excitation. The highest intensity band in our computed spectra is therefore produced by the double bond stretching modes of the C9-C14 fragment. In all-trans retinal this band consists of two separate close lying lines, describing C13=C14 stretching (1551 cm⁻¹) and combined C9=C10 and C11=C12 stretching (1548 cm⁻¹). The 13-cis spectrum shows slightly shifted and more distinct bands for these modes (1560 and 1578 cm⁻¹, respectively). The two peaks left from the highest absorption band are coupled C15=N stretching modes, which also appear in 13-cis retinal but significantly shifted. The in-plane bending modes of the vinyl hydrogens, which have been assigned to 1270 cm⁻¹ by Nack et al., appear as lower intensity band at 1319 cm⁻¹ in our spectrum. The 1240 cm⁻¹ peak is produced by H11 in-plane bending. The two bands at 1193 cm⁻¹ and 1178 cm⁻¹ which are very close to the characteristic all-trans and 13-cis assigned bands of Nack et al., are due to single H14 in-plane bending and combined vinyl hydrogen in-plane bend including H10-H12. We suspect that in a combined 13-cis all-trans spectrum, the latter peak may be enhanced by combination with the shifted H10-H12 in-plane band at 1168 cm⁻¹, because no separate band in 13-cis has enough intensity to produce a single peak at 1183 cm⁻¹ when a 70:30 mixture of the two isomers is assumed.
Single bond stretchings, combined with CH 2 twisting motions, are observed at 1089 cm⁻¹ and around 1112 cm⁻¹ in all-trans, and 1136 cm⁻¹ in 13-cis. The gauche stretching bands in the latter appear at 1032 cm⁻¹ with low intensity, again very close to the experimental assignment. Also the Me rocking band at 1001 cm⁻¹ is well reproduced (990 cm⁻¹). HOOP motion is observed at 858 cm⁻¹ (mainly H14) and with very low intensity at 935 cm⁻¹ (symmetric H11-H12 HOOP). The two small peaks at the right end of the 13-cis spectrum are due to H12 in-plane bending.
The calculated frequencies also allow the computation of the IR difference spectrum between the two species. This spectrum, which is in valuable agreement with the recent findings of Furutani et al., [38] is reported in the SI. 
Influence of the electrostatic environment on retinal absorption
The contribution of selected protein residues to the retinal maximum absorption was investigated by computing their absorption differences to the uncharged protein pocket. In the choice of potentially contributing amino acids we follow the suggestions of Kamyia et. al, who prodived a list of 12 charged and polarizable residues in the vicinity of the retinal chromophore as potential candidates for absorptionregulating mutations. [17] These are: E122, E129, K132, C167, H173, D195, G220, F228, S295, N297 and finally the counterions E162 and D292 (see SI for the location of these amino acids in the retinal binding pocket).
The charges of all named amino acids were initially set to zero. The computed excitation energy of this configuration is used as a reference value for the uncharged environment. To study the effect of one single amino acid, we insert the charges of the specific residue, compute the absorption with MS-CASPT2 and build the difference from the reference value. As before, the SS-CASPT2 computed values largely overestimate the contribution of the charged residues. The computed values in eV are summarised in Figure 9 . On the right-hand side the overall effect of the remaining protein backbone (compared to the retinal vacuum absorption) becomes apparent. Its contribution is a slight blue shift with a value < 0.15 eV. Only K132, situated below the Schiff base terminus, contributes, in sum with the protein backbone, a significant red shift in comparison to the vacuum absorption. All other amino acids only slightly modulate the blue shift induced by the remaining protein residues. The strongest blue shift contribution results from the two counter-ions E162 (0.260 eV) and D292 (0.261 eV), followed by S295 (0,065 eV). It should be noted that the contribution of both counter-ions results in a higher value (0.728 eV) than the sum of their single contributions.
Conclusions
Static aspects and reaction path of the retinal photoconversion in C1C2 have been investigated with QM/MM methods and were compared to experimental findings. A crucial point in the generation of valid data is the choice of the quantum mechanical treatment to describe the chromophore in its electrostatic environment. Geometry optimisations of the chromophore in the protein binding pocket with HF, DFT and CASSCF methods lead to a slightly different orientation of the NH + Schiff base moiety with respect to the crystal structure. In all models, this fragment moves towards the suggested primary counter-ion D292 and forms a strong hydrogen bond with the latter, an effect which might be balanced by the initial configuration of the crystal structure and the restrictions applied in our simulations. We could however show, that relaxation of the binding pocket does not destabilise this configuration, and we were able to obtain a stable structure with hydrogen bonding to E162 through a different optimisation strategy (see SI). The latter shows a similar absorption value and state composition, such that, from a computational point of view, both initial configurations appear plausible.
The optimisation with DFT and CASSCF methods furthermore leads to a strong difference in bond length alternation of the chromophore. Similar to observations made by Larsson and coworkers for retinal in vacuo, [41] DFT tends to overestimate the conjugation along the chain, while CASSCF yields a more polyenic structure with larger BLA. At the Franck-Condon (FC) point, the S₁ and S 2 states are well separated. This situation changes dramatically after bond length relaxation in S₁. The energy difference drops to 7.3 kcal/mol, thus, further interaction of these states in the photoconversion dynamics cannot be consequently excluded. Bond relaxation in S 1 leads to equalisation of the bond lengths along the conjugated chain, very much like in the 1 B u state of symmetric carotenoids. This is a consequence of the nearby charges, which hinder the relocation of the positive charge at the Schiff base terminus upon excitation, thus resembling the situation in the neutral symmetric polyenes where no large charge migration takes place. As a consequence, the retinal chromophore has a more "polyenic" character in C1C2. Different from reaction pathways in bR [21] , Rh [14] and anabaena sensory Rh, [22] which are strictly unidirectional, the computed CD-MS-CASPT2//CASSCF profile along the C13=C14 torsion suggests a bidirectional pathway in the conversion of C1C2. The negative torsion path in C1C2 has a small barrier of ca 3 kcal/mol which, however, can easily be overcome with thermal excess energy (i.e. vibrational energy) after FC excitation. The location of the barrier may switch to the other side of the torsion potential, when retinal establishes a salt bridge with D292. With these properties, the reaction dynamics of retinal in C1C2 may share more similarities to the photoprocess observed in iso-rhodopsin as in bR. [46] Reaction rates, the distribution in the proposed reaction channels and resulting photoproducts can, however, only be obtained through molecular dynamics computations, which due to the state order problems at the CASSCF level with electrostatic embedding will form a major challenge. In the 13-cis isomer, which was generated from the computed positive torsion path, the hydrogen bonding to the assumed primary proton acceptor D292 is released, and the Schiff base proton unexpectedly points toward a neighboring serine. During the ultrafast photoisomerisation, the protein environment will not participate, therefore we performed the optimisation within a frozen environment. Proton release however is reported to take place within 700 ns, which is enough time for the protein to reorient and offer a new partner for deprotonation of the Schiff base. Computational C1C2 resonance Raman spectra indicate significant differences for all-trans and 13-cis chromophores.
The computed all-trans retinal spectrum reproduces location and intensity of distinct bands in ChR2, indicating that, despite their differences in protein sequence, the steric and electrostatic environments which influence the excited state properties of retinal are not too different in C1C2 and ChR2. Finally, electrostatic screening of the nearby residues reveals 3 sites with major influence on the retinal absorption: the two counter-ions E162 and D292 are mainly responsible for the strong blue shift, while a lysine K132 positioned close to the Schiff base terminus induces a major red shift. The contribution of other residues is only minor.
